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Collective excitations in alkali metals on Al„111…
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The photon-excited multipole plasmon and the bulklike plasmon modes have been studied in Na/Al~111! and
K/Al ~111!. These collective modes appear for a coverage of>2 monolayers. Both the multipole and the
bulklike plasmon modes exhibit interesting variations in frequency, line shape, and relative intensity with
adlayer coverage. The reasons for such behavior are discussed on the basis of existing theoretical results. The
substrate Al multipole plasmon is found to be attenuated by smooth adlayer growth. Deposition of K on two
monolayer Na/Al~111! results in the growth of K related collective excitation at the expense of the Na modes.
For complicated surface structures like Al(111)-(A33A3)R30°:K or the Al~111!-~232!:Na surface alloy,
electron charge-density profiles at the surface are calculated based onab initio density-functional theory–local-
density approximation method to explain the photoyield data. The importance of the shape of the charge-
density profile in determining the collective excitations is demonstrated. For Al(111)-(A33A3)R30°:K, a
strong increase in intensity in the energy region of the K plasmons is observed in the on-top structure which is
attributed to a ‘‘mixed plasmon’’ mode. These results show that while the experimental observations for
smooth alkali-metal adlayers are in good agreement with existing theory, more theoretical work, especially for
the complicated surface structures, is desirable.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.64.195410 PACS number~s!: 73.20.Mf, 79.60.Dp
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I. INTRODUCTION

The investigation of electron collective excitations
metal surfaces is important for an understanding of the
sponse of metals to an incident electromagnetic field.1,2 Stud-
ies of the collective excitations are important for an interp
tation of all surface spectroscopies that use electromagn
fields or charged particles. It has been recently shown,
example, how surface screening effects can alter the
shape of the direct transition from the Ag~111! s band.3,4 This
shows that surface screening effects can influence the s
tral line shape in angle-resolved photoemission. A stro
modification of the photoemission line shape has been fo
in Li near its bulk plasmon frequency.5 However, direct ex-
perimental evidence for the photon excited collective mo
on metal surfaces are few,6–16 and with only a few excep-
tions have dealt with clean surfaces, leaving out the inter
ing field of thin-metal films and adatom-induced surfa
structures. Monin and Boutry12 and Walldén13 studied the
photoyield in alkali-metal films, but only a few have dea
with a detailed investigation of the emergence of the bulkl
and multipole plasmons. Kimet al.14 studied K layers using
electron-energy-loss spectroscopy~EELS! and total pho-
toyield and observed a peak at 0.8vp which was attributed to
the multipole plasmon. Barmanet al.15 identified the multi-
pole plasmon in Li adlayers, where the bulklike excitation
strongly dampened by the lattice potential. The collect
excitations on the Al(100)-c(232):Na surface alloy phase
was studied recently by Barmanet al.16

The discovery of surface plasmons by Ritche in 19
~Ref. 17! marked the beginning of the exciting field of pla
mon excitations on surfaces.18 Using the Maxwell boundary
conditions at a sharp metal-vacuum interface, the condi
0163-1829/2001/64~19!/195410~13!/$20.00 64 1954
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for the existence of the surface plasmon turns out to
e521. Assuming the Drude dielectric response

e~v!512
vp

2

v2

the frequency of the surface plasmon (vs) is given byvs

5vp /A2. The surface plasmon is an oscillating sheet
charge on the metal surface. But in the direction perpend
lar to the surface (z direction! the charge distribution is a
simple peak, i.e., it has a monopolar character.1,19 On the
contrary, there can be higher oscillation modes on the sur
whose charge distribution in thez direction can have a node
i.e., of dipolar or multipolar form. This is themultipole plas-
mon mode (vm) which exists on metal surfaces.1,19–25 Un-
like the Mie plasmons for small metal particles,26 the multi-
pole surface plasmon cannot be explained by the class
Fresnel theory. The deviation from the Fresnel field is giv
by the d parameters.1 d'(v) represents the centroid of th
screening density induced by a uniform field oriented norm
to the surface and is given by

d'~v!5

E dz z n1~z,v!

E dz n1~z,v!

,

where n1(z,v) is the induced charge density andz is the
distance normal to the surface. A normal mode occurs at
pole of the surface response function which is related
d'(v). d'(v) exhibits a pole around 0.8vp with Red'(v)
rapidly going through zero and Imd'(v) exhibiting a sharp
spike.27 While different physical quantities depend ond(v),
what is most important for the present purpose is that
©2001 The American Physical Society10-1
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S. R. BARMAN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 195410
total surface photoyield is proportional to Imd'(v). Parallel
to the surface, both the surface and the multipole plasm
propagate like plane waves with alternate positive and ne
tive regions. Thus along the surface both the modes are
polar in nature. The surface plasmon has a negative dis
sion at smallq while the multipole plasmon has a positiv
dispersion.7 Also, while the multipole and the surface pla
mon exist at the surface of an adlayer, the bulklike plasm
mode in an adlayer is the analog of the antisymmetric c
lective excitation of a finite slab and it is spatially confined
the adlayer.28

The response of a metal surface to the electromagn
field is characterized by a rapid variation of the electric fie
at the metal surface when the incident frequency is betw
the surface (vs) and the bulk (vp) plasmon frequency.2,29As
a result, the¹•A term in the photoemission matrix eleme

Mi f 5^f f uA•¹1¹•Auf i&

can actually dominate the photocurrent, and lead to a la
enhancement of the photoyield. In a combined theoret
and experimental study, Levinsonet al.6 observed a strong
enhancement of the photoyield at about 0.8vp and attributed
it to the¹•A term on the basis of self-consistent field calc
lations within the random-phase approximation. Only mu
later, after Tsueiet al.7 had identified an additional collectiv
excitation with an energy betweenvs and vp which they
attributed to a multipolar modevm , did it become clear tha
this multipole surface plasmon is responsible for the pho
emission yield enhancement for frequencies betweenvs and
vp .

The existence of a higher-order plasmon mode on m
surfaces, and its dependence on the charge-density pr
was originally proposed by Bennet20 based on a hydrody
namic model calculation. In this model, the bulk charge d
sity was assumed to decrease linearly at the surface ov
distanced. Bennet found that for sufficiently larged, multi-
pole plasmon modes appear between the surface and the
plasmon. Eguiluzet al.21 showed that the net charge of th
multipole plasmon perpendicular to the surface integrate
zero at all points of the surface. Inglesfeld and Wikbor22

found a multipole excitation induced in a jelliumlike surfa
charge-density profile. Forstmann and Stenschke showed
the basis of hydrodynamic calculations, that the consid
ation of longitudinal plasma waves at the metal bound
indeed leads to the increase in photoyield.30 In recent years
theory, based on the random-phase approximation~RPA! or
the time-dependent local-density approximation~TDLDA !,
has made considerable progress in the understanding o
collective excitations and in its predictive capability f
simple metal surfaces and adlayers.1,27,31–36The frequency
dependence of the optical response in alkali-metal thin fi
has been studied by Liebsch using jellium-based TDL
calculations.31 In these calculations, the relevant quant
that has been compared to experiment is the imaginary
of d'(v!, which is proportional to the total photoyield, a
discussed earlier. The existence of the clearly defined adl
plasmons was related to the formation of a well-defin
charge-density plateau corresponding to the alkali-metal
19541
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layer. For one-monolayer coverage the plasmon modes
broadened and cannot be separately observed, while for
monolayer coverage a different threshold excitation mo
was postulated.33

Smooth adlayers provide a means of investigating
evolution of collective excitations with film thickness. Sinc
the thin films exhibit the multipole surface plasmon and a
carry the bulklike plasmon excitation because of the refl
tion barrier both at the vacuum and the thin-film–substr
interface, one can examine the relative strength of these
citations and the influence of the film and the substrate
these modes. Nearly free-electron metals like Na, K, and
are ideal for such studies, since the collective electronic
citations are not affected by the lattice potential.15 The films
of Na and K are particularly useful since they repres
quasi-two-dimensional electron gases whose thickness
be varied over a wide range. Moreover, the alkali met
deposited on Al~111! at room temperature form complicate
surface structures, including the recently identified Al~111!-
~232!:Na surface alloy phase.37,39–42 Potassium forms a
Al(111)-(A33A3)R30°:K structure where the K atoms, de
pending on the deposition condition, can occupy either
top or substitutional sites.41,43,44These substitutional and su
face alloy structures modify the shapes of the substrate
charge-density profile and are expected to affect the subs
Al ~111! multipole plasmon.

In this paper we study the photon-excited collecti
modes in Na and K films deposited on Al~111! using the
method of angle- and energy-resolved photoyield~AERPY!
spectroscopy. Some results for Li/Al~111! are also discussed
for comparison. The nature of the collective excitatio
~multipole and bulklike plasmons! in the adlayer thin films
are discussed. The substrate Al~111! multipole excitation
around 13 eV and its dependence on adlayer growth is s
ied. Although there are a few studies on alkali-metal th
films, their effect on the substrate collective excitations to
best of our knowledge does not exist in the literature.
investigate the changes in frequency, full width at half ma
mum ~FWHM!, and intensity of the alkali-metal collectiv
excitations as a function of smooth adlayer coverage. T
suppression~growth! of the Na~K! plasmons by the growth
of K layers on Na/Al~111! is discussed to demonstrate ho
the susbtrate collective excitations are damped by the
layer. In addition to the relatively simple situation of smoo
adlayer growth, we study the complicated surface structu
that are formed on alkali-metal deposition on Al~111!. The
motivation is to study how the collective excitations~of both
adlayer and substrate! are modified due to changes in th
surface charge-density profiles of these surface structu
For example, in the case of K/Al~111! two kinds of
Al(111)-(A33A3)R30°:K phases are formed, where the
atoms occupy the substitutional or the on-top sites, tho
the symmetry remains the same. The recently identifi
Al ~111!-~232!:Na surface alloy phase, where the top thr
layers form a Na-Al-Na sandwich, has also been studied

It should be noted that in electron-energy-loss spectr
copy ~EELS! experiments, due to the presence of domin
surface plasmon excitation, the multipole plasmon signa
often difficult to observe. For example, the Al multipole pla
0-2
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COLLECTIVE EXCITATIONS IN ALKALI METALS ON . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 195410
mon could not be seen by EELS, while it is clearly detec
by photoyield measurements.6,8 Moreover, due to the non
analytic dispersion of the plasmon modes nearq50, EELS
is not an appropriate technique to study the plasmon mo
in the long-wavelength limit.14 Since the photon carries a
most zero momentum, photoyield based techniques are
suited in this regime. The additional advantage is that, un
EELS, the dominant surface plasmon is not excited by
photons and the weaker surface modes like the multip
plasmon can be clearly observed.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II the e
perimental procedure is described. The results and discus
section~Sec. III! is divided into three subsections which d
scribe ~i! the collective excitations in smooth alkali-met
adlayers,~ii ! the influence of smooth adlayer growth on su
strate collective excitations, and~iii ! the influence of adatom
induced surface structures on the adlayer and substrate
lective excitations. The conclusion is given in Sec.IV.

II. EXPERIMENT

The measurements were performed at the Berlin
Elektrononen- Speicherring- Gesellschaft- fu¨r- Synchrotron-
strahlung~BESSY-I! with the 1-m Seya Namioka monochro
mator equipped with two spherical gratings. The experime
were performed using a commercial angle-resolved elec
spectrometer~ADES400 from VG, U.K.! at a base pressur
of 6310211 mbar. An electropolished Al~111! crystal was
cleaned by repeated cycles of sputtering using 0.5–1-K
Ne atoms and subsequent annealing to regenerate su
order. The surface order was monitored using low-ene
electron diffraction~LEED! and a sharp~131! LEED pattern
was observed for the clean surface.

The adlayers were prepared by depositing the alkali m
als over the clean Al~111! substrate at 100 K~for smooth
adlayer growth! and at room temperature~for surface alloy
related phases!. Well-degassed alkali-metal dispense
~SAES getters! were ohmically heated and the pressure
side the chamber remained below 3310210 mbar during
deposition. Coverage was calibrated on the basis of exis
data on the variation of the work function,42 core level line
shape in K layers and for thicker layers by deposition time
layer by layer growth was established and the surface rou
ness was negligible since the surface plasmon was not
served. We define one monolayer~ML ! in terms of a fully
occupied~110! plane of the alkali-metal bulk crystal. Then
in terms of the number of atoms in the Al~111! plane~Q51!
the corresponding coverages for one full layer are:Q50.45
for K andQ50.53 for Na. For deposition at 100-K substra
temperature @low-temperature ~LT! deposition#, the Na/
Al ~111! system initially exhibits a LEED pattern with a433
4
3 symmetry. At higher coverages the growth is epitaxial w
a low background hexagonal 131 pattern. For K/Al~111!, a
(A33A3)R30° structure is initially formed with the K at
oms occupying the on top sites, which turns to a nonepita
growth for high coverages. Theon-top Al(111)-(A3
3A3)R30°:K structure was obtained by deposition of K
100 K, and thesubstitutional Al(111)-(A33A3)R30°:K
structure was formed by subsequently heating up to ro
19541
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temperature. For the room-temperature deposition of Na,
Al(111)-(A33A3)R30°:Na structure is initially formed a
Q50.33, and on futher deposition the Al~111!-~232!:Na sur-
face alloy phase is formed atQ50.5. Interestingly, even afte
reaching the~232! phase further deposition of Na was po
sible which resulted in very faint~232! spots, beyond which
no further Na could be deposited.

We have performed the experiments using the angle-
energy resolved photoyield~AERPY! technique6,8 by record-
ing intensity at binding energies nearEF as a function ofhn
in the constant initial state~CIS! mode in the normal emis
sion geometry. The energy resolution was 0.1–0.2 eV in
studied energy range and the angular resolution was 3°.
advantage of AERPY~where the photoyield from the Ferm
level is measured at normal emission! over total yield mea-
surement is that it does not have a contribution from inel
tically scattered secondary electrons, which is difficult
analyze and may also depend on surface quality and sam
preparation history. Thep-polarized photons from the syn
chrotron ring were incident on the sample at 45° to the s
face normal. Energy distribution curves~EDC’s! in normal
emission as a function of photon energy were also record
and the intensity atEF was plotted as a function of photo
energy to give the AERPY spectra. However, since t
method is more time consuming and the alkali-metal lay
are highly prone to contamination, the former approach
recording AERPY spectra in the CIS mode have been
lowed. The AERPY data were collected at binding energ
0.1 eV ~K! and 0.3 eV~Na! below EF .

The spectra have been normalized with respect to the
cident photon flux which shows characteristic variation
the two different gratings. The photon flux was monitor
simultaneously with the CIS spectrum by recording the p
tocurrent induced in a Au mesh with 95% transmittance
the path of the photon beam. However, since the gold y
goes to zero below its work function, the photon flux w
also recorded using a GaAsP diode which is sensitive do
to about 2 eV. The AERPY spectra were corrected for
variation of the analyzer transmission function with electr
kinetic energy as well as for higher-order light. Even thou
the spectra are not normalized in absolute terms, they ca
compared to each other on the same intensity scale.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Collective excitations in smooth alkali-metal adlayers

Na related collective excitations are clearly observed
the Al~111! substrate and they show an interesting dep
dence on the adlayer thickness~Fig. 1!. The substrate Al~111!
spectrum is essentially flat, with a weakly rising intens
towards the work-function cutoff at 4.8 eV. With depositio
of 0.5-ML Na at low temperature~100 K!, there is an initial
decrease in the work function~Df51.5 eV! resulting in a
shift of the cutoff to 3.3 eV. This shift is consistent with th
reduction of the work function induced by the adsorption
Na on Al,42 which reaches a minimum at'0.5 ML. The
difference between the clean and 0.5-ML spectra is a grad
increase of intensity in the latter as the photon energy
creases from 6 to 3.3 eV. At 1.0-ML coverage, a weak feat
0-3
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S. R. BARMAN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 195410
around 5.3 eV is observed. As the second layer starts to b
up, this feature shows a dramatic increase in intensity
develops into a well defined peak at 5.3 eV while anot
peak appears at 4.5 eV. We attribute the peak at 4.5 eV t
due to the multipole plasmon excitations at the adlay
vacuum interface, while the 5.3-eV peak is due to a bulkl
plasmon mode in the adlayer.33 With increasing coverage, th
ratio of the bulk to multipole plasmon intensity decreas
and this trend continues up to the highest coverage tha
have studied.

The growth of the K collective excitations as function
layer thickness is shown in Fig. 2. For one-monolayer c
erage, since the ground-state charge density is not dif
enough the adlayer bulk and multipole plasmon modes
heavily broadened, and a mixed plasmon peak app
around 3 eV, as shown by previous TDLDA calculations33

Beyond 1 ML a shoulder occurs at 3.5 eV, which at 2 ML
develops into two well defined peaks at 3.2 and 3.6 eV, c
responding to the multipole and the bulklike plasmon mod
respectively.15 The work-function cutoff for K layers is
smaller than the lowest energy that can be reached by
monochromator and hence not seen in the spectra. With
creasing coverage the bulk plasmon mode clearly decre
in intensity, and for the highest coverage~40 ML’s! it is
almost fully suppressed and a weak feature abovevp at 4 eV
is observed. A feature around a similar relative frequen
(1.05vp) has been observed for Al~111! ~the weak feature a

FIG. 1. Angle- and energy resolved photoyield~AERPY! spec-
tra for Na/Al~111! as function of adlayer coverage. The spectra
shifted with respect to each other and the zero of each spectru
indicated on the left vertical axis.vm and vp are the Na adlayer
related multipole surface plasmon and bulklike plasmon excitatio
respectively.
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16 eV in Fig. 6! and has been attributed to excitation
longitudinal bulk plasmons (v>vp) with q>0.8

We compare in Fig. 3 the Na/Al AERPY data for 0.5-, 1
and 2-ML coverages with the results of TDLD
calculations.31,33 The calculations have been performed bo
for jellium adlayers and realistic alkali-metal overlayers
semi-infinite jellium representing the Al substrate. In the
alistic calculation, the alkali-metal cores are represented
norm-conserving pseudopotentials and the ground stat
calculated within the local-density approximation of th
density-functional theory~DFT!. The dynamical response t
the incident electric field is calculated within TDLDA. Th
total photoyield is calculated by evaluating Imd'(v) and
this is compared with the experimental AERPY data. For
adsorbate double layer, the observation of the bulk and m
tipole plasmon modes provides an experimental verificat
of the theory. In order to compare the line shape, the th
retical spectra for 2-ML coverage are shifted to lower ene
by 0.5 eV to match the experimental bulk-plasmon peak
5.3 eV. The line shape as well as the relative intensity are
good agreement with theory. However, the experimen
FWHM of 0.5 and 1.2 eV for multipole and bulk plasmon
respectively, for 2-ML coverage are slightly underestima
by TDLDA ~0.4 and 0.8 eV, respectively!.33 This is probably
due to mechanisms such as electron scattering due to de
and steps on a real surface, or damping due to interb
transitions which are not considered in the theory. The ov

e
is

s,

FIG. 2. AERPY spectra for K/Al~111! as function of adlayer
coverage. The spectra are shifted with respect to each other an
zero of each spectrum is indicated on the left vertical axis.vm and
vp are the K adlayer related multipole surface plasmon and bulk
plasmon excitations, respectively.
0-4
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COLLECTIVE EXCITATIONS IN ALKALI METALS ON . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 195410
estimation of the plasmon frequency by 0.5 eV is proba
due to the polarization of the core electrons which tend
screen the plasmon oscillations.45,46 For 1-ML coverage,
there is no well defined charge-density plateau correspon
to the adlayer and the substrate-adsorbate and the adso
vacuum interfaces are not clearly defined. Hence the b
and the multipole plasmon modes become heavily broade
due to the coupling with electron-hole pairs, giving rise to
broad peak in the threshold region.33 The experiment exhibits
a rising intensity towards the work-function cutoff corr
sponding to this mixed plasmon mode. The weak featur
5.3 eV is related to the onset of the bulk-plasmon peak, p
sibly due to double layer formation in some parts of t
surface. In the submonolayer region~for example 0.5 ML in
Fig. 3!, an increasing intensity towards the work-functio
cutoff is observed in the experiment. Imd'(v) also shows a
similar behavior. This enhancement has been assigne
Ishida and Liebsch to a different type of collective excitati
called the threshold excitation.33 These authors showed th
the threshold excitation is a consequence of the screenin
the total effective potential (Fsc f) on the substrate side o
the adlayer and a higher cross section of electron-hole e
tations at aroundhn5F. In fact, it is interesting to note tha
if Fsc f is replaced by the unscreened external potential in
expression for Imd'(v), the excitation spectra at all th
coverages for which calculations have been done are sm
curves without any features. Thus the bulk and the multip
plasmon as well as the threshold excitation mode arisedue to
the dynamical screening of the external electric fieldin the
adlayer.

FIG. 3. Comparison of the Na/Al experimental AERPY spec
with theoretical total photoabsorption calculations~see text! based
on TDLDA from Ref. 33 for three coverages~0.5, 1, and 2 ML’s!.
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In order to find whether the relative intensity, positio
and width of the adlayer plasmons exhibit a systematic va
tion with coverage, we have simulated the experimen
spectra in Fig. 1 with two Voigt functions~corresponding to
the bulk and multipole plasmons! and a flat background, us
ing a least-square minimization routine. The choice of
Voigt function line shape gave better fits than either a pur
Lorenzian or a Gaussian function. Both the Lorenzian
well as the Gaussian component of the Voigt function lin
width were varied during the fitting. The least-square mi
mization is done over a restricted energy range~4–6.5 eV!
where the plasmon intensities mostly contribute. For
ample, below 4 eV~which is roughly the inflection point! the
threshold excitation can alter the line shape. No theoret
results exist on the line shape variation of the photon exc
adlayer plasmons.

Representative fits for three different coverages~1.5, 5,
and 52 ML’s! with the bulk- and multipole plasmon compo
nents are shown in Fig. 4~a!. The bulklike plasmon is domi-
nant at the onset~1.5 ML’s!, but its width and intensity de-
crease at higher coverages. The width of the multip
plasmon, on the other hand, increases with coverage.
variation of the bulk- and multipole plasmon energy, the ra
of the bulk to multipole plasmon peak area, and the f
width at half maximum~FWHM! as a function of coverage
are shown in Fig. 4~b!. The bulk-plasmon energy exhibits
blue shift from 5.3 to 5.7 eV up to a coverage of about
ML’s, beyond which a gradual redshift to;5.5 eV is ob-
served. It should be noted that this value is close tovp for
bulk Na from previous optical studies~see, for example,
Table V of Ref. 12!. This shift is larger than the error ba
~60.1 eV! which has been estimated from the scatter in
peak position for the same coverage in different measu
ments. The multipole plasmon also exhibits a blue sh

FIG. 4. ~a! A least-squares fit to the experimental Na/Al AERP
spectra~open circles! for 1.5-, 5-, and 52-ML coverage. The thic
line corresponds to the total fitted spectrum, while the dot-das
and the dashed lines show the multipole and the bulk-plasmon c
ponents, respectively.~b! The variation of the plasmon frequencie
~upper panel!, the bulk to multipole plasmon area ratio~middle
panel, open squares!, and the FWHM~lower panel! of the Na mul-
tipole ~open circle!, and bulk plasmon~filled circle! are shown as
function of coverage. Solid lines serve as a guide to the eye.
0-5
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S. R. BARMAN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 195410
~from 4.4 to 5 eV! for lower coverages and a subseque
redshift to 4.7 eV for thicker coverage. A close look at t
experimental data in Fig. 1 also shows this characteri
shift of the plasmon energies with coverage.

The ratio of the total areas under the bulk and multip
plasmon peaks and the variation of their FWHM are sho
in the middle and lower panel of Fig. 4~b!, respectively. Al-
though the bulk plasmon is most intense at the onset~1.5–2
ML’s !, its width ~i.e., FWHM! and intensity~i.e., area under
the peak! decrease with coverage, whereas the multip
plasmon width and intensity increase. Thus a steep decr
of the intensity ratio is observed up to about 5 ML’s, beyo
which the decrease is gradual. For the highest coverage
multipole plasmon is more than four times as intense t
the bulk plasmon. There is an initial increase in the multip
plasmon width from 0.5 to 1.4 eV, while the bulk-plasmo
width decreases from about 1.2 to 0.5 eV in the range
1.5–5-ML coverage. A comparison of the spectra and
component bulk- and multipole plasmon line shapes@Fig.
4~a!# between 1.5 and 5 ML’s shows that the higher ene
tail of the bulk plasmon in the former extends to almo
about 8 eV in contrast to the latter. This indicates that
bulk plasmon is indeed narrower in the 5-ML spectrum,
shown by the results of the fitting exercise. Beyond abou
ML’s, the multipole and bulk-plasmon FWHM’s do not var
significantly, their values being 1.4 and 0.5 eV, respectiv

The fit to the AERPY spectra in K/Al~111! for 1.5-, 3-,
and 16-ML coverage are shown in Fig. 5~a!. As in the Na
layers, the spectra are fitted with two Voigt functions, cor
sponding to the multipole and the bulk plasmon, using
least-square fitting procedure over the energy range of 2
4.3 eV. The variation of the plasmon frequencies, the bulk
multipole plasmon intensity ratio and the plasmon FWHM
as a function of coverage are shown in Fig. 5~b!. The shift of

FIG. 5. ~a! A least-squares fit to the experimental K/Al AERP
spectra~open circles! for 1.5-, 3-, and 16-ML coverage. The thic
line corresponds to the total fitted spectrum, while the dot-das
and the dashed lines show the multipole and the bulk-plasmon c
ponents, respectively.~b! The variation of the plasmon frequencie
~upper panel!, the bulk to multipole plasmon area ratio~middle
panel, open squares!, and the FWHM~lower panel! of the K mul-
tipole ~open circle! and bulk plasmon~filled circle! are shown as
function of coverage. Solid lines serve as a guide to the eye.
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the K plasmon frequencies is quite similar to that of the
layers. Both K bulk and multipole plasmons exhibit a bl
shift up to about 5 ML’s beyond which a gradual redshift
observed. The bulk plasmon shifts from 3.55 to 3.8 eV
the coverage range of 1.2–4 ML’s and finally to 3.6 eV f
the thickest coverage~40 ML’s!. The multipole plasmon fol-
lows the bulk plasmon with an initial blue shift from 3.1 t
3.4 eV and then a redshift back to 3.1 eV for the thick laye
For a thick K layer, the frequency of the multipole plasm
from EELS measurements is 3.2 eV atqi50.03.7 The K
multipole and bulk-plasmon frequencies~3.15 and 3.65 eV,
respectively! at 2-ML coverage are in agreement with rece
total photoyield measurements at the same coverage.14

The ratio of the K bulk to multipole plasmon intensit
@middle panel in Fig. 5~b!# decreases steeply up to about 5–
ML’s and shows a subsequent gradual decrease up to
highest coverage where it is nearly zero because of the
most complete attenuation of the bulk plasmon. The FWH
of the multipole plasmon@lower panel in Fig. 5~b!# shows an
initial increase from about 0.35 to 0.65 eV, whereafter
higher coverages it does not further change. The bu
plasmon FWHM, on the other hand, decreases from 0.7
0.3 eV over the studied coverage range. The relative chan
in the intensity and width of the plasmons can be seen in F
5~a!. For example, between the 1.5- and 3-ML spectra,
multipole plasmon clearly increases in width. Although t
bulk-plasmon peak height is higher in the 3-ML spectru
the multipole plasmon has a larger weight due to an
creased FWHM. For the 40-ML spectrum, the bulklike pla
mon is almost fully suppressed; however, the multipole pl
mon has an asymmetric higher energy tail which is proba
due to the remnant adlayer bulklike plasmon appearing at
eV, as shown from the fitting.

The collective excitations for both Na and K adlayers th
behave similarly. In both cases, with increasing thickn
there is an initial blue shift of the plasmon frequency up
about 5 ML’s beyond which a redshift is observed. The o
gin of the redshift can be related to the dispersion of the b
plasmon with wave vectorq. The bulk plasmon mode is th
analog of the antisymmetric collective excitation of a fin
slab.28 A recent calculation15,36of the induced charge densit
for two and three layers of Li on Al athn5vp shows that it
oscillates with a wavelength somewhat larger than the in
layer distance. Similar results have been obtained for
layers of K on Al.14 These results show that the bulk
plasmon mode corresponds to a standing wave exten
across the entire layer. For suspended thin films, bu
plasmon resonances have been predicted forv>vp with
l'52a/n, wherel' is the wavelength of the plasmon pe
pendicular to the surface,n is an odd positive number, anda
is the thickness of the layer.47 Such higher-order modes wer
experimentally detected as weak features in K films gro
on quartz by differentiating the total yield with photo
energy.48 These resonances follow a quadratic dispers
given by

vp~q!5vp1aq2,

wherea50.6eF /vp .1 The bulk-plasmon resonance that w
observe atvp should also exhibit a similar dispersion withq,

d
m-
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i.e., asq decreases the frequency should decrease. Thus,
increasing thickness of the adlayer, the wavelength of
plasmon mode increases, resulting in the redshift of the b
plasmon frequency. Moreover, in agreement with the pres
experimental data, a hydrodynamic calculation for the m
alllic adlayer/substrate system showed a redshift in the
quency of the longitudinal plasmon modes in the adla
with increasing thickness.49 It should be noted that we do no
observe the higher-order modes abovevp , nor are they pre-
dicted by the TDLDA calculations33 for the alkali metal/Al
system probably because of the larger damping of the p
mon modes at the alkali-metal-Al interface.

The reason for the observed blue shift in the lower c
erage region is probably related to the smooth density p
files at the adsorbate-vacuum and the adsorbate-substra
terfaces which would lower the true bulk-plasmo
frequency.1 This effect will be more pronounced at lowe
coverages and decreases with the increasing thickness o
adlayer. In fact, the experimentally observed negative dis
sion of the surface plasmon at smallq ~<0.15 Å! has been
shown to be related to the smooth surface density profil35

The blue shift of the bulklike plasmon observed here is d
to its lower frequency at onset coverage~2 ML’s! and a sub-
sequent increase in frequency as the layer thickness incre
and the adsorbate interface effect becomes negligible.

Although the multipole plasmon exists only at the surfa
it exhibits a similar dispersion with layer thickness as t
bulk plasmon, and this shows that these two modes in
adlayer are coupled. In fact, from a large body of availa
literature, in the retardedq;0 limit, the multipole plasmon
has been found to occur atbvp independent of the charg
density, withb roughly around 0.8. The physical reason f
the dependence ofvm on vp , which is independent of the
electron density, is not fully understood.1 However, the value
of b is of importance from a theoretical point of view sinc
calculations based on the random-phase approxima
~RPA! give a higher value ofb compared to TDLDA. For K,
for example, TDLDA predictsb to be 0.82, while RPA gives
a value of 0.89.27 We find for the K layers 0.86<b<0.89,
and for the highest coverageb50.87 which is closer to the
value predicted by RPA. For Na layers, we fin
0.8<b<0.89, the value at the highest coverage being 0
In the case of clean Al, the multipole plasmon occurs arou
13 eV, which corresponds to ab value of 0.85. Thus, for the
nearly free-electron metals, our results indicate that on
average the multipole plasmon occurs around 0.85vp which
is somewhat higher than the generally accepted value
0.8vp . In real metals,vp is probably reduced by the cor
polarization effect, which causes an overall lowering of t
bulklike plasmon frequency.1 The multipole plasmon, on the
other hand, being located at the surface, is less affecte
the core polarization effect and its frequency is not lowe
with respect tovp leading to an increase inb.

The FWHM of the adlayer bulklike plasmon decreas
with increasing coverage@Figs. 4~b! and 5~b!#. While no
quantitative calculations exist, a plausible reason for this
havior could be that the bulk plasmon couples less with
excitations at the adlayer-substrate and the adlayer-vac
interface as the thickness increases. Thus the possible d
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channels are reduced, resulting in its narrowing. The mu
pole plasmon, being located at the surface, will decay
excitations at the adlayer-vacuum interface which are e
dently enhanced since its width increases with coverage

The physical origin of the adlayer bulklike plasmon is t
coupling of the transverse electromagnetic field and the l
gitudinal fields at the adlayer substrate region, and sho
occur quite generally at interfaces between media.50 The
bulk-plasmon standing waves in the adlayer are set up du
reflection of the plasmon wave at the substrate-adsorbate
the adsorbate-vacuum interface. With increasing adla
thickness, the electrostatic coupling between these two in
faces decreases, leading to reduction of the bulklike plasm
intensity. We indeed find from Figs. 4~b! and 5~b! that the
ratio of the bulk to multipole plasmon intensity decreas
with coverage for both Na and K adlayers. For semi-infin
surfaces, it has been theoretically shown that the surface
toabsorption is given by2

Y5~12vp
2/v2!Imd'~v!,

where the prefactor is related to the Fresnel field. Since
surface photoyield vanishes atvp , the decrease in the ad
layer bulklike plasmon intensity with coverage is consiste
with the theoretical expectation. In the case of K, at 40 M
the adlayer bulk plasmon~at 3.6 eV! is almost fully sup-
pressed, and a weak minimum at 3.9 eV is observed~see Fig.
2!. This dip can be regarded as the signature of the vanish
photoyield at the bulk-plasmon frequency for the sem
infinite solid as also seen for clean Al~see Fig. 6!.

B. Influence of smooth adlayer growth on substrate collective
excitations

We now turn to the question of what happens to the s
strate collective excitation as a function of adlayer thickne
The AERPY spectrum for a clean Al~111! substrate exhibits a
peak at 13 eV~Fig. 6!, which is related to the multipole
plasmon excitation at the surface. At the bulk-plasmon f
quency~;15 eV!, a minimum occurs because of the vanis
ing surface photoabsorption, as discussed earlier. The w

FIG. 6. AERPY spectra showing the substrate Al~111! multipole
plasmon attenuation as function of~a! Na and~b! K coverage. The
spectra are shifted with respect to each other, and the zero leve
indicated on the left vertical axis.
0-7
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FIG. 7. Area under the Al~111!
multipole plasmon peak, plotted
as a function of~a! Na, ~b! K, and
~c! Li adlayer coverage. The solid
line is an exponential fit to the
data, while the dashed line show
the photoelectron inelastic scatte
ing related attenuation curve, as
suming a mean free path of 15 Å
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feature abovevp at 16 eV is related to the excitation of th
longitudinal plasmon withq>0 as discussed elsewhere.8

We show in Fig. 6 a series of AERPY spectra for~a!
Na/Al~111! and ~b! K/Al ~111! for the photon energy rang
corresponding to the Al multipole plasmon. For both sy
tems, we find that the Al multipole plasmon is suppressed
intensity with increasing alkali-metal coverage, and by 4
ML’s is almost fully attenuated. Although the Al multipol
intensity decreases with adlayer growth, its position rema
unchanged and there is hardly any change in the line sh
The feature around 18.5 eV in Fig. 6~b! arises from the K 3p
relatedM2,3-VV Auger transition moving throughEF as the
photon energy is changed. No other collective excitatio
corresponding to charge densities between Al (r s52.0) and
Na (r s53.93) or K (r s54.86) appear in the spectra. The ri
ing intensity in Fig. 6~a! around 6 eV is due to the Na plas
mons.

For a coverage of up to two adlayers, the substrate
multipole plasmon, although attenuated, still exhibits s
stantial intensity. This is surprising because it is genera
accepted1 that the multipole plasmon excitation occurs at t
substrate-vacuum interface, which in this case no longer
ists due to alkali-metal adlayers. To understand this eff
we note that in the photon energy region where the Al m
tipole plasmon is excited, the Na~K! layers are fully trans-
parent. Thus, even in the presence of the alkali metal la
the Al charge density tries to screen the incident electrom
netic field as in the clean metal, and in this process sets
the multipole plasmon oscillation. The existence of the
multipole plasmon up to about 2 ML’s of alkali-metal grow
is significant because it shows that themultipole plasmon
can also exist as an interface plasmon, although diminis
in intensity. The present observation is supported by
jellium-based calculation by Liebsch31 for monolayers of Na,
K, and Cs on Al which showed the simultaneous existenc
both the alkali metal as well as the Al related collective e
citations. Compared to Al, one monolayer of alkali metals
Al was shown to attenuate the Al multipole plasmon witho
any shift in its frequency.31
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For adlayer coverages.2 ML’s, the substrate Al multi-
pole plasmon is almost fully suppressed due to the forma
of the well defined charge-density plateau corresponding
the adlayer, which can sustain the fully grown adlay
related collective excitations. In Fig. 7 the area under the
multipole plasmon peak as function of alkali metal covera
for ~a! Na, ~b! K, and ~c! Li adlayers is plotted. We have
fitted the Al multipole plasmon intensity~I! using the follow-
ing exponential function

I 5k01k13 exp2(k23z),

wherez is the thickness of the layer in Angstroms andk0 ,
k1, andk2 are adjustable parameters. The thickness of the
Na, and Li adlayers are taken to be 3.7, 2.99, and 2.47
respectively, corresponding to the closed packed grow
Larger value ofk2 would imply a stronger damping of the A
multipole plasmon. From the fitting, we obtain the values
k2 to be 0.35, 0.23, and 0.14 for K, Na, and Li, respective
This implies that for the same adlayer thickness, the rate
suppression of the Al multipole plasmon systematically
creases from Li to K. The explanation of this effect is pro
ably related to the mechanism of the substrate multip
plasmon damping by the adlayer and further theoretical s
ies are required to explain this.

The damping of the signal from the substrate is par
caused by the inelastic scattering of the photoemitted e
trons from the substrate by the adlayer. This is related to
technique of measurement and can attenuate the Al multi
plasmon intensity. The intensity of the electrons emitt
from near the Fermi level is measured in the experime
which if inelastically scattered would occur as the second
background at higher binding energies. However, the cr
section of the inelastic scattering is small in these low pho
energies~13 eV! which is manifested by a large mean fre
path (lm f p) of about 15 Å.51,52 Since the inelastic scatterin
also leads to an exponential decay, its effect is sho
~dashed curves in Fig. 7! by takingk251/lm f p5.067 in the
above expression used for fitting, keeping the other par
eters the same. As is evident from Fig. 7, the attenuation
0-8
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of the Al multipole intensity is more gradual if only th
inelastic scattering is considered, and the enhanced atte
tion is caused by the damping of the Al multipole plasm
by presence of the adlayer charge density.

In order to understand the adlayer charge density-indu
damping on another adlayer, we have studied the suppres
of Na collective excitations as a function thickness of K a
layers deposited on a 2-ML-thick Na adlayer on Al~111!. The
Na double layer sustains both the bulklike and the multip
plasmon in contrast to the bulk Al substrate. Thus, in t
case, the effect of adlayer~K! growth on both excitations ca
be studied. Figure 8 shows a set of AERPY spectra w
successive K deposition on a 2-ML Na layer grown
Al ~111!. The Na layer exhibits well defined Na-related mu
tipole and bulk-plasmon excitations. For 0.4-ML K coverag
although no extra features develop, both the Na bulk
multipole plasmons are suppressed in intensity by ab
30%. The Na plasmons do not shift in frequency with
adlayer growth, as in the case of the Al multipole plasmon
alkali-metal deposition. By 0.8-ML K deposition, th
AERPY line shape is drastically changed with further su
pression of Na plasmons, and a broad intensity below 4
appears, corresponding to the K mixed plasmon respons
1.2 ML’s, the trend of Na plasmon attenuation and enhan
ment of K related signal continues. At 2 ML’s, the Na pla
mons are almost fully suppressed, while the K multipole a
bulk-plasmon modes are clearly observed at 3.2 and 3.8
respectively. The observation that only two monolayers o
almost completely suppress the Na plasmons cannot be
plained only by the inelastic scattering of photoelectro
which at this K coverage would account for only 13% inte
sity attenuation. This is because the mean free path incre
sharply as the electron kinetic energy decreases below 1
and can be as large as 15 ML’s~which is about 55 Å for the
K adlayer! in the photon energy range of the Na collecti
excitations~;6 eV!.51 Hence, if the inelastic scattering cha
nel alone was responsible for the plasmon intensity de
with adlayer growth, the Na plasmon attenuation rate du
K adlayers would be much less than the Al plasmon atte

FIG. 8. Evolution of the AERPY spectra with deposition of K o
1.5-ML Na adlayer on Al~111!. The Na related multipole and bul
plasmon peaks@vm~Na! and vp~Na!# are almost fully suppresse
by 2-ML K, and the K related collective excitations@vm~K! and
vp~K!# are clearly observed.
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ation by alkali-metal adlayers. It should be noted that the
bulk plasmon is attenuated in a similar way as the Na m
tipole plasmon, showing that these modes are not decoup

C. Influence of adatom induced surface structures on
collective excitations

Creating intermediate surface charge-density profi
through the formation of complicated surface structures m
be used to study the dependence of collective excitations
the charge profile. The Al(111)-(A33A3)R30°:K surface
structure is unique in this sense because a significant ch
in the surface structure and hence the electron charge-de
profile at the surface is expected by just changing the s
strate temperature.41,43 Since the surface collective excita
tions depend critically on charge-density profile, interest
modifications in the AERPY spectra may be expected in t
system. At low coverages~Q<0.15!, the adlayer atoms oc
cupy the threefold hollow sites and are uniformly distribut
due to adsorbate-adsorbate repulsion. For increasing co
age, island formation occurs and the Al(111)-(A3
3A3)R30°:K structure forms atQ50.33.41,43,44 When the
substrate is held at a temperature below 220 K, nonactiva
adsorption takes place and the K atoms occupy the on
sites. These on-top sites become energetically favorable
cause of the accompanying relaxation of the Al atoms in
first substrate layer. The Al atom beneath the on-top K at
moves down while the atoms between the on-top K ato
move upward, relative to the unrelaxed surface~Fig. 9!.43

This structure is henceforth referred to as theon-top A3
structure. At room temperature, activated adsorption occ
and the K atoms occupy the substitutional sites, although
surface symmetry remains the same (A3). In this substitu-
tional structure, each K adatom replaces one Al atom fr
the substrate first layer~see Fig. 9!. However, because the K
atom is larger than the Al atom, it sits more towards vacu
~higherz) than the substrate atom did. This surface struct
is henceforth referred to as thesubstitutionalA3 structure.
The on-topA3 structure is metastable and once the adatom
in the substitutional site, even if the temperature is lowere
will remain there.

In the case of Na, deposition at room temperature lead
the formation of a Al(111)-(A33A3)R30°:Na phase at a
coverage ofQ50.33. Surface extended x-ray-absorption fi
structure~EXAFS! as well as DFT-LDA calculations show
that the Na atoms in this structure occupy sixfold coor
natedsubstitutionalsites.38 An on-top A3 structure for Na/
Al ~111! is not reported in the literature. However, the inte
esting aspect of this system is that aroundQ50.5, a~232!
structure is formed.37,40,42 This is referred to as asurface
alloy phase consisting of four layers~Na-Al-Na-Al!, where
the top three layers form a Na-Al-Na sandwich on the rec
structed Al fourth layer~see Fig. 1 of Ref. 40!.

For Al(111)-(A33A3)R30°:K, an interesting difference
between the AERPY spectra for the substitutional and
on-topA3 structures is the strong increase in intensity in
energy region of the K plasmons for the latter structure~Fig.
9!. The spectrum smoothly increases in intensity from 4
until the work-function cutoff, but no distinct peaks corr
0-9
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FIG. 9. ~Color! Comparison of the photoyield
spectra between the substitutional and the on-
A3 structures in Al(111)-(A33A3)R30°:K, ex-
hibiting a strong increase in intensity in the on
top structure in the K plasmon region. A perspe
tive view of both the structures are shown
inset. In the on-top structure, the Al atoms~yel-
low! below the K ~red! atoms are displaced to
wards the bulk and the Al~blue! atoms between
the K atoms are displaced towards vacuum. In t
substitutional structure, the K~red! atoms kick
out the Al atoms beneath them and occupy th
positions. The second Al layer is shown in gree
to distinguish from the first Al layer.
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sponding to the K multipole or the bulklike plasmon a
observed. A comparison between theA3 structures and clea
Al ~111! shows that the Al multipole plasmon is substantia
reduced in intensity in theA3 structures, though its fre
quency remains unchanged. Between the substitutional
the on-topA3 structures, the Al multipole plasmon is atten
ated in intensity by about 23% in the latter.

Since the origin of the multipole plasmon mode is in
mately related to the nature of the ground-state cha
density profile at the surface, we have calculated the later
averaged charge-density profiles for clean Al~111! and the
A3 structures~Fig. 10!. These theoretical calculations a
based on the self-consistentab initio total-energy DFT-LDA
method, the details of the calculation are describ
elsewhere.41

The clean Al surface~dotted curve! shows a charge spill
age at the surface which is generally observed for clean m
als. In fact, the origin of the Al multipole plasmon is relate
to this smoothly varying density profile at the surface.1 Com-
pared to the clean surface, the substitutedA3 structure ex-
hibits a clear step~about 67% of the total charge density! at
the position of the first substrate layer. The origin of this s
is not difficult to understand since, as discussed earlier
this structure one-third of the Al atoms of the first substr
layer are replaced by K atoms. The electron density of
which is less than Al by about a factor of 13, hardly contr
utes in this region. Instead, the K-related charge enhance
diffuse tail of the substrate charge density~Fig. 10!. The
on-topA3 structure does not exhibit the step as in the s
stitutional structure because the K atoms do not disrupt
substrate first layer. The interesting difference in char
density profile between the twoA3 structures is that the on
top geometry has a stronger and more diffuse charge-de
tail related to the K adlayer~see the inset of Fig. 10!. The
difference between the two density profiles~dot-dashed
curve in the inset of Fig. 10! clearly shows the excess charg
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in the on-topA3 structure. The reason for this difference
related to the structural difference between the two as sh
in Fig. 9. In fact, this difference of the charge-density profi
explains the enhanced intensity in the AERPY spectrum
the K plasmon region for the on-top structure compared
the substitutional structure. TheA3 structure withQ50.33 is
similar in coverage to 1-ML K/Al~111! ~Q50.45! and hence
the 1-ML spectrum in Fig. 2 is similar to the on-top spectru

FIG. 10. Calculated electron charge-density profile for the
top ~thick line! and the substituted~thin line! A3 structure in
Al(111)-(A33A3)R30°:K. The profiles~solid line! are compared
to that of clean Al~111! ~dashed curve! for both the structures. The
positions of the K~filled circle! and the Al~empty circle! atoms are
shown. The inset shows the vacuum-adlayer region in an expan
scale. The dot-dashed curve in the inset corresponds to the ex
charge in the on-top structure in the diffuse tail of the char
density profile.
0-10
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FIG. 11. AERPY spectra for
different surface structures o
Na/Al~111! including the Al~111!-
~232!:Na surface alloy phase. Th
inset shows the laterally average
charge-density profile for the
Al ~111! ~left side! and the~232!
surface alloy~right side!, calcu-
lated using ab initio DFT-LDA
method.
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in Fig. 9. The intensity enhancement around 1 ML is due
the broadened adlayer related bulklike and the multip
plasmon modes which are mixed together and redshif
These modes are not separately observed because the a
charge-density plateau is not wide enough. However, for
than 2-ML coverage, with increasing diffusivity and streng
of the K-related charge-density profile, an increase in int
sity of the mixed plasmon mode is observed. This is
reason for the enhancement of the intensity in the K plasm
region in the on-top structure compared to substitutionalA3
structure. The attenuation of the Al multipole plasmon inte
sity in theA3 structures can be related to the adlayer-indu
damping, as discussed in the previous section.

A significant modification of the surface charge density
expected for the~232! surface alloy phase in Na/Al~111!.
Hence the AERPY spectra for the different surface structu
of Na/Al~111! have been studied and the results are show
Fig. 11. An important observation is the absence of a shif
frequency of the Al multipole plasmon upon surface all
formation. A similar result was obtained for the substitution
Al(100)-c(232):Na surface alloy, where every second A
atom in the top layer is displaced by a Na atom.16 No such
shift was observed for theA3 structures of K, Na, and L
either. Thus, for different alkali-metal adlayer-induced s
face structures, the Al multipole plasmon frequency is u
changed. This finding is surprising because the alkali-m
electron density is much less than that of Al and a unifo
dilution of the Al electron density by the alkali metals
expected to reduce the plasmon frequencies. In a re
TDLDA calculation on a rumpled Al~100! surface~with no
Na atoms present! which is intended to represent th
Al ~100!-~232!-Na surface alloy, a redshift of about 2 eV a
well as a substantial intensity enhancement of the Al mu
pole plasmon was obtained.36 On the contrary, the presen
experimental data show neither any frequency shift nor
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intensity enhancement of the Al multipole plasmon for d
ferent surface structures. The most plausible reason for
absence of a redshift of the Al multipole plasmon com
from the DFT-LDA calculations of the ground-state ele
tronic structure. These calculations show that the Na-deri
bands in the~232! surface alloy phase are empty while th
Al-derived bands are filled and more stabilized by surfa
alloy formation.40,53 Thus the simplified jellium picture of
charge dilution by surface alloy formation does not hold a
the excess electron due to Na deposition essentially fills
the Al band. The Al multipole plasmon for the clean surfa
thus remains essentially unaffected by surface alloying.

The laterally averaged ground-state charge-density p
files for the clean and the~232!-Na structure based on sel
consistentab initio total-energy DFT-LDA calculations are
shown in the inset of Fig. 11. Details of the calculations c
be found in Ref. 40. The~232!-Na ~right side profile in the
inset of Fig. 11! exhibits a kink~A! and a narrow step~B! at
about 70 and 30 % of the total charge density, respectiv
Clean Al~111!, on the other hand, exhibits a smooth
decreasing charge density~left side profile in the inset
of Fig. 9!.

No feature corresponding to the charge-density step~Fig.
10! in substitutionalA3 structure of K/Al~111! is observed
~Fig. 9!. Similarly, for the step features~A and B! in the
~232!-Na structure no new feature is observed in t
AERPY spectrum~Fig. 11!. Theoretical32,33 and present ex-
perimental data on smooth alkali-metal adlayers show th
sufficiently wide charge-density plateau~2 ML’s, i.e., 5–6 Å!
is required to set up the collective modes corresponding
the charge density of the plateau.32,33,16This ensures that the
substrate-adlayer and the adlayer-vacuum interfaces
clearly separated. The steps observed in the above su
structures are not diffuse or wide enough to sustain a se
rate multipole plasmon mode at lower frequency.
0-11
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The intensity of the Al multipole plasmon remains mos
unchanged up to the~232! coverage in Na/Al~111! ~third
spectrum from the bottom in Fig. 11!. The increase in inten
sity below 6 eV in the~232! structure can be related to N
mixed plasmon modes, as in case of K. However, on furt
Na deposition, the~232! spots get fainter which indicate
that the next layer of Na on the surface alloy phase does
grow in an ordered way. Only when this extra layer of N
starts growing on the~232! structure, one can observe th
supression of the Al multipole plasmon intensity and t
growth of the Na related multipole and the bulk plasm
clearly, as in the case of smooth adlayer growth at low te
perature. This trend continues until the coverage where v
faint ~232! spots were observed, beyond which the AER
spectra remained unchanged indicating that no further N
sticking to the surface at room temperature. For the K
system, deposition of K on the on-top Al(111)-(A3
3A3)R30°:K structure also results in clearly separated m
tipole and bulklike plasmon modes as shown in Fig. 2 wh
the 1-ML coverage spectrum has the on-topA3 structure.

IV. CONCLUSION

Our comprehensive study of the photon-excited collect
modes in alkali-metal adlayers as well as the effect of
adlayers on the substrate Al~111! collective excitations
shows that:

~1! Both the multipole and the standing-wave-like bu
plasmon modes are sustained by the Na and K adlayer
good agreement with realistic as well as jellium bas
TDLDA calculations.32,33 Detailed comparison with theor
~Fig. 3! shows, however, that~i! the FWHM is underesti-
mated by TDLDA,33 which is probably because of electro
scattering by defects and steps on a real surface, or dam
due to interband transitions which are not considered in
theory. ~ii ! The plasmon frequency is over-estimated by 0
eV by the theory and this can be attributed to polarization
core electrons which tend to screen the plasmon oscillati

~2! We find that the adlayer related plasmon modes
pear not before the buildup of the second alkali-metal
layer.

~3! Both bulk and multipole plasmon frequencies exhi
a blue shift up to about 5 ML’s, and for thicker coverages
redshift is observed. While the redshift can be explained
the dispersion of the bulklike plasmon with wave vectorq,
the blue shift is attributed to the smooth density profiles
the interfaces.

~4! The frequency of the multipole plasmon is related
the bulk-plasmon frequency. For the different free-elect
metals~Na, K, and Al! studied here, our results show that t
multipole plasmon occurs around 0.85vp , independent of
the electron density.

~5! The width of the adlayer bulk plasmon decreas
while the multipole plasmon width increases with covera
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~6! With increasing alkali-metal coverage, the bulk pla
mon is suppressed in intensity due to decrease in coup
between the adlayer-vacuum and the substrate-adlayer i
faces.

The substrate Al multipole plasmon intensity is expone
tially attenuated by adlayer growth, and this shown to be d
to the damping of the substrate mode by the adlayer cha
density. Damping of Na adlayer bulk and multipole plasm
by K adlayer growth reconfirms this effect. For.2-ML ad-
layer coverage, the substrate multipole plasmon, though
minished in intensity, is observed. This is probably beca
in the photon energy region where the Al multipole plasm
is excited, the Na~K! adlayers are transparent. The existen
of the Al multipole plasmon even for 2 ML’s of adlaye
coverage indicates that themultipole plasmon can also exis
at the substrate-adlayer interface.

In the case of the complicated adlayer induced surf
structures, a relation between the diffusivity of the adlay
related charge-density profile and the intensity of the coll
tive excitation modes is established. The Al multipole pla
mon does not shift in frequency indicating the inadequacy
the simple concept of charge dilution in the surface allo
The charge-density profile, calculated by theab initio DFT-
LDA method, exhibits stepslike features at lower electr
density which, however, are unable to sustain distinct coll
tive excitations probably because they are not diffu
enough. For Al(111)-(A33A3)R30°:K, a strong increase
in intensity in the energy region of the K plasmons is o
served in the on-top structure~Fig. 9!. This enhancement is
attributed to a mixed plasmon mode. Growth of an ex
alkali-metal layer on the surface structures~232 and A3)
results in the appearance of alkali-metal-related collec
excitations and the attenuation of the Al multipole.

The existing TDLDA based theory in the frequency r
gion of alkali-metal plasmons is in good agreement with
experimental results for smooth adlayers. However, altho
there are some experimental studies on the clean Al surf
hardly any theoretical results are available for the higher
quency Al multipole region addressing the mechanism of
substrate collective excitation damping as a function of
adlayer growth. For the adlayer induced surface structure
Al ~111!, there is no theoretical work which quantitative
predicts the nature of collective excitations. It is hoped t
the present experimental results will simulate further theo
ical studies in these directions.
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